DRILL 7 } Communication and raising the alarm

Regulation 725/2004: B/18.2.2

SCENARIO:
Simulate an exercise in which a suspicious object/package has been left at the security guard-house/reception.

TOOLS:
- Tips & Tricks (10) (Attached)

LOCATION:
- Security guardhouse - reception

PARTICIPANTS:
- PFSO
- Security guards
- Personnel at reception

OBJECTIVES:
- Check the level of awareness
- Check knowledge of procedure for handling suspicious objects by security guards/reception personnel
One of ways of gaining access in an unorthodox way and at the same time testing the alertness of the security personnel is to do the following during a drill or annual exercise.

Stop a truck on the way to the facility, a few hundred meters away from the gate. Try to convince the driver that you want to test the alertness of the security personnel as part of an ISPS exercise, and ask him to drive you through the gate.

This is one way of checking whether the security guards know the procedures and follow them correctly.

---

10/ WATCH OUT FOR UNATTENDED VEHICLES OR PACKAGES

Be alert and on the lookout! If you notice an object or vehicle that seems to be out of place in your workplace or work environment, report it to the security staff or your immediate superior! In most cases the object or vehicle will not pose any threat, but a healthy dose of awareness – without being paranoid – is always a good thing.

11/ Getting a lift in a vehicle

One of ways of gaining access in an unorthodox way and at the same time testing the alertness of the security personnel is to do the following during a drill or annual exercise.

Stop a truck on the way to the facility, a few hundred meters away from the gate.

Try to convince the driver that you want to test the alertness of the security personnel as part of an ISPS exercise, and ask him to drive you through the gate.